
Uzo  0:00   
My name is Uzo and I am a study abroad student at Central Saint Martins from 
Virginia, which is close to Washington DC, the capital of America. I am in my last 
semester of undergraduate school. And so I felt that I needed a change of scene. 
And London is the most diverse city in the world. And UAL is number five in the 
world for arts. So, it seemed like a hand in hand opportunity to take. 
 
Uzo  0:28   
Because I've decided to study abroad overseas, my last semester, I had to do my 
senior thesis show early on, so I did it in December, so I've just been, I was just busy 
and running around and I had two other art exhibits in December, so I had three 
shows going on. I published the book in July so I've just been running book sales. 
Yeah.  
 
Academic Support  0:50   
So what preparation did you make for coming here?  
 
Uzo  0:54   
The preparation I made coming here was trying to pack as much sneakers because I 
knew I was gonna be walking a lot. I don't wear sneakers usually but I went sneakers 
shopping, I think you guys call it trainers here? I'm going trainer shopping. Buy winter 
clothes because I'm guessing ... bringing an umbrella so I was preparing more for 
the weather. What did I bring? I bought Tum's which is like for stomach pain, if you 
eat food that is bad ...and I didn't really need that. What else did I bring? I should 
have bought some art supplies from home if I could fit it in because it is expensive 
over here like things you would take for granted, the American art supplies are 
actually more expensive here because it's American products you know. So I will like 
urged someone's like if you have some art supplies bring it  with you. Yeah, 
everything I brought I unded up using.   
 
Academic Support  2:02   
What about living in London, what's it like? 
 
Uzo  2:04   
It's so small , the  spacing is small. It's difference not being able...this is very different 
not being able to drive around but depend on the train. But I do find that even if I was 
driving here I think I would prefer taking the train because it's faster, faster means. 
Also, the city is more environmentally friendly, you know, charging for plastic bags. 
Because of the smaller space, more people are ....people hang dry your clothes. You 
guys are very big on like recycling over here too. So, I would say definitely more 
environmentally friendly. Food wise, you know sometimes in America you see Asian 
food, like you see Thai foods, Korean BBQ, things like that. But here you would also 
see European foods like you see Polish restaurants, you'd have to think about 
Turkish, Lebanese like more, more Middle Eastern more European restaurants, 
which is really amazing to see. Like if you go to Peckham and Lewisham you see like 
African restaurants, you'd see a lot of things here. So, I think it's really cool and I feel 
like it's it's good to have diversity, you can have an exchange of ideas and cultures. 
 


